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The concept of stone cladding is an idea for your walls â€“ interior and exterior. This is a process by
which natural stone slabs or even manufactured ones will be piled up with a process which will
increase the natural strength of the structure and give it a new look at the same time. There are
companies that offer simulated work of stack stone that is both attractive and comfortably priced as
well. Moreover, these are also given an additional warranty by the manufacturing company; in some
cases companies offer a period of cover for as long as 30 years. This gives a long lasting finish to
your walls in addition to a unique look.

Companies that provide services in stack stone also offer natural stone colors and textures. These
are applied over interior walls as well as exterior walls. In case of exterior walls, the stones add to
the strength and durability of the wall structure in addition to a long lasting and durable finishing.
Stone cladding also gives homeowners a maintenance free wall cover option. These are extremely
affordable while leaving no complications for maintenance in the years of service. The average
thickness of tiles or the stone slabs vary from 20mm to 40mm. these are available as naturally
procured stones and simulated stones as well.

The advantage of  stone cladding is that it presents a permanent look to your walls. Be it interior
walls or even the exterior walls of your house the installation of these gives you freedom from a
continuous process of expense over maintenance like wall colors and waterproofing methods.
However with the options of colors of stack stone there is a new dÃ©cor element available that
incorporates, old world charm along with cost-effective and maintenance free tiles. It is durable than
concrete and has a substantial variety in colors and textures. You can choose color schemes and
the stone grades based on suitability at all times of the year.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a stone cladding, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a stack stone!
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